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We look at problems we have incorrectly  
By Maurice Barbanell 2013 

 

Our lives just seem to be all about suffering so it would be nice once in a while to have a little miracle 

you know… 

I will not accept that ….. You have had times in your life when you have had great 

comfort in the material sense and the problem at the moment is that comfort is not at 

the same level and therefore that is where the discomfort mentally comes. We have 

all had to go through those problems have we not Judith?  

Yes. 

There were times when young Roy was so distressed about the financial situation he 

found himself in that he anticipated shortening his stay upon the Earth Plane. You see 

the polite way I put it. But the realisation that he would have to come back and suffer 

it all over again and that what he was programming in his mind would leave his loved 

ones with a greater problem, and a big jolt from Henry (Roy’s guide) brought him back 

to his senses.  

Thank you Henry.  

We all need to do a bit of that don't we, be brought back to our senses because there 

isn't one amongst us who hasn't and won't be put in those situations at one time in 

your life. It's the nature of the Earth Plane. 

I asked for questions and I just carried rambling on. It's a little bit of my nature really 

isn't it? I actually didn't come at all with anything prepared. Young Henry had his off 

pat so to speak. He knew exactly what he was coming to talk about. I just came and 

thought well I'll just have a chat. But there is one advantage that I have, having been 

involved in our Spiritualist movement for a number of years both on the Earth Plane 

and here, I have just a modicum of knowledge and perception of what is required shall 

we say.  

Yes you do have the advantage.  

Just subtle. And we all once we come here, wish that we had had the foresight while 

we were on the Earth Plane. You've heard the saying many times, you can't put an old 



head on young shoulders. It would be good if you could would it not but we all have to 

learn by experience. 

Well it’s the only way.  

It is and whether we improve or go backwards is entirely up to us. We can't blame 

anybody else. My biggest regret was to distress my lovely wife, hurt her when things 

were going wrong, but we all do that don't we?  

Well she was the closest to you...  

Exactly and she took it well. She never retaliated and that was a great lesson to me 

you know. It is a great lesson to all of us really, to take it and not retaliate. That’s really 

living in divine love. We all find it a bit difficult to do that don't we? We have the people 

that we love and we treat them, at times, the worst.  

We think we can do that.  

We think it’s our divine right almost don't we? Sometimes it is better that we were 

hermits is it not? Then we don't have anybody to blame. People think that they can 

lock themselves up in monasteries and nunneries and then all the problems of the 

Earth Plane will be dissipated. I can assure you Judith, on your last visit to the Earth 

Plane, that your problems were not alleviated just because you were in the nunnery. 

You had just as much drama to overcome than if you were in the outside world.  

Was that part of the personality?  

It is part of what she had to learn, yes. I have Estelle standing over my shoulder and 

she is laughing and saying “at least you didn't have to deal with the other species 

(men)”. I don't know what she's talking about.  

The other species can be a little difficult at times.  

And the same vice versa believe me. Having been both species I can speak with a 

certain degree of authority and I will openly admit I only came back to the Earth Plane 

as a feminine gender once.  

And it’s enough. 

Well it was enough and I decided that I'm not going to go down that avenue again.  

Too many complications. 

Most definitely and when I was on the Earth Plane the female species were subjective. 

You were subjected to the will of so many. You were nothing less than slaves but if 

you have the right mental attitude you can cope with it and live a relatively happy life. 

It's all down to state of mind.  



 When you know that within your psyche that you can do better you rebel. That's how they get 

themselves killed you see or taken away from the Earth Plane because they rebel against their masters. 

I’m sure I’ve done that. 

Exactly. The Earth Plane has matured and improved greatly but there are pockets 

where it is going in the opposite direction.  

Well thank you for saying that because I sometimes think…well I don't know…it’s not all going upward. 

No but when you look at, and I'm just looking using fictitious percentages now, if you 

could say that 90% of the Earth Plane was in a negative state that accepted slavery 

as normality, accepted subservience as normality, now that percentage is say 20% or 

40%. It doesn't mean that that 20% or 40% is good but it’s an improvement on the 

90% and therefore we look at the whole, the big picture and eventually that 40% will 

reduce to 20%, will reduced to 10% and then will be eliminated totally. But do not hold 

your breath as they say because it will not happen in your lifetime or many, many 

dozens of lifetimes in the future.  

Well it’s a forgone conclusion. You can just see how it’s all going. 

The people of the Earth Plane do want everything done yesterday don't they? It is the 

society that you are involved with at the moment.  

Because of technology you see. Technology is growing rapidly.  

The technology of the Earth Plane is only a minuscule compared to what is reality in 

the astral sphere.  

Absolutely but technology is moving ahead of mankind.  

No technology is only moving as fast as the Divine Plan allows it to. Man in itself has 

not changed anything or discovered anything that hasn't been given to them by Spirit. 

So therefore if it has been given to them by Spirit obviously it is part of the Divine Plan.  

Do you think that we actually are ready for all of it?  

It will all become normality. There is a problem with giving things to the peoples of the 

Earth Plane and the example that I will give you is the thought, the desire, to improve 

the light condition of the Earth Plane and therefore electricity was shown as a means 

of power. And what was the first thing that the people of the Earth Plane did? They 

built an electric chair. A means of destruction. And this occurs so often when we try 

and bring about benefits, the human nature, the willpower of the peoples of the Earth 

Plane utilise that in a destructive manner. You just ask the American Indians about it. 

They did not have technology on their side and when the white man came in with their 

Gatling gun it was an extreme advancement in technology which was beyond their 

capability to retaliate from.  

You can't even see your enemy… 



And that is a problem that they had to overcome but the Earth Plane has survived. It 

wasn't destroyed as a result of it and the tribes gradually were enfolded within the 

mass population. They were blended and that's what has to happen in general terms 

upon the Earth Plane. You have to have a blending of cultures and people.  

Yes I have a problem with that, especially when they can't speak the language.  

Believe me that’s your problem.  

Of course it is.  

Maurice Barbanell 
June 2013 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


